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'87 944 NA Track/DE Car
Posted by tbccrane - 12 Jan 2013 15:05
_____________________________________

1987 Porsche 944 NA used for DE/track, although it is licensed and inspected for street use (primarily
used for DE). Purchased from NNJR DE instructor last year and I used it for DE events this past
summer. Car runs great and is very reliable. It's located in Northern New Jersey.

Interior in very good condition. Comes with stock seats. No dents, never in an incident, paint is good for
track car, some marred spots where couple of old decals removed clear coat. 

Photos of car can be seen via this link: s1278.beta.photobucket.com/user/tbc993/library/

I am including 8 phone dial wheels (15') and six slot wheels (16').

Modifications made over the summer include (have all receipts):

- Six point harness mounting hardware on both passenger and driver sides

- Magnaflow stainless exhaust from headers back

- Autopower roll bar, modified to accept HANs harness set up for both sides

- 8 15' phone dial wheels - 4 mounted with Toyo R888 Proxes used for three DE events, 3 mounted with
brand new R888s and one with a hoosier slick; 6 16' slot wheels with hoosier slicks in various conditions
(14 wheels overall)

- New battery

- Front drop link uprated kit

- New water pump

- New power steering pump

- New Shaft idler roller

- New cam and balance shaft belts and rollers

Modifications made by previous owner include:
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- Weltmeister sway bars, front and rear

- koni shocks all fours

- 250# springs on front

- Torsion bar rear

- chip

- headers

- solid motor mounts

- camber truss

- charlie arms

It's currently listed on rennlist for $5,500, but I am open to offers.  Car deserves a good home, and I
need to make room for new 951.

Thanks....Contact: 
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